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OUR VISION: 
WHY SHOULD YOU SELECT THE ARTWORK
THOUGHTFULLY?



Surround Art Gallery is committed to
showcasing Fine Art that invites viewers to
contemplate natural beauty. Our unwavering
belief in nature's healing powers guides us in
curating masterful Art Collections that
encapsulate the wonders, wisdom, and
harmony inherent in the natural world. 

We promote a Fine Art collection where
every piece is a testament to the
transformative potential of art, offering the
opportunity to experience the connection
with nature's regenerative essence.

A B O U T  U S



O U R  V I S I O N  
OUR FOCUS IS ON A BENEFIT-ORIENTED PERSPECTIVE, WHERE
THE INTRINSIC VALUE OF THE ARTWORK SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.
IT IS A TESTAMENT TO THE SEAMLESS BLEND OF AESTHETIC
APPEAL, ARTISTIC MASTERY, AND HIGH-END QUALITY. 

This unique combination is designed to have profound positive
effects on those who experience our art.

              
        

         
  

This is why the kind of artwork we choose for everyday
contemplation is crucial. 

It is essential to fill your environment with harmonious,
aesthetically pleasing sources of inspiration that bring joy and
comfort.

It is a fact that about 80 % of the information we consume is from 
visual perception. What we see impacts us most profoundly. 
Therefore, we are what we observe and what we surround 
ourselves with.



T H E  A C T U A L  B E N E F I T S

Stimulating Cognitive Function

Art that transmits nature's beauty has a unique capacity to
captivate and engage the mind. For individuals undergoing
rehabilitation, exposure to natural scenery stimulates cognitive
function and aids in mental recovery. 

Whether it is a mountain landscape's complexity or a calming
seascape's perspective, these natural stimuli contribute to
increased focus, attention, and cognitive restoration.

Hearten Rehabilitation  

The therapeutic benefits of natural scenery in rehabilitation extend
far beyond aesthetics. Nature becomes a silent partner in the
healing process, offering comfort, inspiration, and rejuvenation to
individuals on their journey to recovery. 

By embracing the inherent healing power of natural environments,
rehabilitation spaces can transform into havens of hope, resilience,
and holistic well-being.



Color therapy represents an additional aspect of a holistic and
innovative approach to enhancing the healing environment in
healthcare. By embracing the profound influence of vivid natural
colors on emotions and well-being, hospitals and healthcare
providers can create spaces that promote recovery and offer a
supportive and uplifting atmosphere for patients on their journey
to health and wellness.



P ROV EN
OUTCOME S

Positive Mental Redirection: Landscape Fine Art
photography is a positive focus switch for patients,
providing a visual escape from clinical settings.
Infusing colors and natural scenes offer a welcome
diversion, potentially reducing perceived pain levels
and enhancing the overall patient experience.

Physical Rehabilitation Support: Natural scenery
depicted in Fine Art can offer a connection to the
outdoors, supporting physical rehabilitation efforts.
Patients exposed to landscape photography may
experience increased motivation for outdoor
activities, facilitating recovery and rehabilitation
processes.

Personalized Patient Experience: The incorporation of
landscape Fine Art photography allows for a personalized
patient experience. Patients may find solace and inspiration
in specific scenes or colors, providing a sense of
empowerment and contributing to a more patient-centric
approach to healthcare design.

Holistic Healing Environment: Combining color
therapy with natural scenery in healthcare facilities
through Fine Art photography contributes to a
holistic healing environment. The integration of
these elements addresses the physical, emotional,
and psychological aspects of well-being, promoting
a comprehensive approach to patient care.



A .  W E L L B O R N
C O L L E C T I O N
Surround Art Gallery takes immense pride in
presenting the awe-inspiring Fine Art
Photography collection by Alex Wellborn, a true
master of his craft. A. Wellborn’s work transcends
the conventional boundaries of photography,
elevating it to a level of expressiveness that can
only be described as sublime.

His attention to detail, from filigree grass fields at the foot of
the mountains to the smoothest color combinations and
transitions, makes his visual art a treat for a viewer’s eyes.
Every time you look at his pictures, you discover something
new and delightful: tiny accents and delicate touches.

Natural sceneries gracefully conveyed in Alex Wellborn’s art
allow us to tune into the wisdom and majesty of the universe.

The Value of Perfection

What distinguishes Alex Wellborn's Fine Art photography is a
resolute commitment to unparalleled quality in the distinctive
fusion of photography and classical paintings. Dedicating
hundreds of hours to perfecting each image, his work reaches a
level of precision and beauty that sets it apart. As a result,
viewers encounter an elevated impact, experiencing art in the
most profound way.



O U R  M U T U A L
M I S S I O N

In conclusion, our commitment is rooted in the belief
that art can facilitate transformation and rebirth
 through inspiration. We recognize art's pivotal role in
the human experience, and our mission is to make such
transformative art accessible to those who genuinely
need it.

We believe that your dedication to individuals' well-
being as a healthcare professional aligns with our
vision.

We invite you to connect with the therapeutic potential
of art in contributing to the holistic healing journey. 

Let’s take a step toward the provision of a more comprehensive and patient-centered healthcare experience.



E-mail info@surroundartdiamonds.com

Website www.surroundartgallery.com

Phone +1 628-288-7878

C O N T A C T  U S  F O R  A N
E X C L U S I V E  O F F E R
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